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Paracord 101, 3rd Edition, has 18 Chapters dedicated to teaching the beginner how to make

several buckle and sinnet style bracelets. The pictures in this book are a guide on how to knot and

weave paracord. From easy to advanced projects, the reader will learn techniques to make

paracord a hobby to enjoy or start a business.
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Paracord 101: A Beginner's Guide. Very good book. I purchased this book because it showed the

proper way to make bracelets using a jig and how to make the finished bracelet the correct size. It

has my recommendation.

This book has a very good potential, but it lacks in content.On the negative side: The book has only

48 pages, while at the same price level most other books have over 100 pages and a few around

200. The number of projects are limited, and each "chapter" occupies an average of 2 pages. Being

the third edition, you would expect a better variety of projects, but it presents for the most part

several variations of the same thing.On the positive side: The few instructions that are included are

well presented and illustrated, photos are of good quality, and the methods it teaches are better

than those presented in some other books. I have compared the cobra knot (what it is called in other

books) with the Solomon Bar (as it is called in this book). The method presented in this book is

much simpler, better illustrated, and more straightforward, especially for a beginner.Conclusion:

Good quality instruction, but limited content. If I had a voice on the matter, my recommendation for

the 4th edition would be first of all to make it an expanded edition, then set a limit the projects that



are too similar to each other (perhaps leave a few variations of a main project), and then include

projects of a different nature (for example, a watch wrist band, a belt, a handle covering, etc.).

This book has a couple projects that are explained with pictures that show EVERY step of those

projects. Anyone with simple comprehension skills can create parachord pieces that look good and

are easy to make. Merely follow the steps as seen in the photos.If you are curious to how this art

form is done, buy the book.Not for unsupervised children though. The paracord designs use fire to

melt the cordage ens and secure pieces together.The book shows the crafts-person using a butane

lighter in performing this task. Some children may need supervision for fire usage and for the use of

sharp scissors needed for cutting steps.I would have made this a five out of five book if it had been

longer with a few more projects.

Buy the regular book. The pictures in the Kindle version are less than 1 inch square. Need reading

glasses to see the pictures clearly

Ah, this book is something else, great instruction however, I was very disappointed that the photo in

the first few project were hard to see as the background was nearly the sam color as the project

cord. Not a good Idea. If I had seen this book in a book store I would not have purchased it for the

simple reason as stated.

This book is awesome! Super easy to follow, step-by-step, pictured instructions. I never attempted

the more complicated Sinnets until this book. Thanks so much. Hope author writes another book

with even more projects.

I'm a beginner at this Paracord stuff I've tried to read other books they confuse the hell out of me

this book explains everything very well right to the point easy to follow awesome book I

recommended to anybody who is just starting out it was shipped and I got a quick the price was in

bad all around good job

This book of instructions for me is much better than the TIAT books which are pricey and duplicative

and many of the instructions are confusing.This book is written by a teacher and it shows. Great

buy!
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